
BLACK PLAIN 176 

Chapter 176: Forbidden Relationship (18+) 

[Warning: Inc*st; if you don't want to read something like this, go to chapter 178. Read at your own 

risk!] 

Some time passed, and Minos and Mirya were still sleeping in the same place, where they had fun for 

several hours continuously. 

At this moment, someone was approaching this room where the two were while whistling and 

spreading her fingers. 

However, when she got close to that place, this woman with green hair suddenly stopped her 

movements when she smelled a strange aroma coming from that place. This was a characteristic smell, 

which anyone who knew the pleasures of the flesh would easily recognize... 

'What a strong fragrance!' She thought. The smell left by sex in a specific environment was related to 

the pleasure that the two, or more, lovers felt. And with such a thick odor, this woman couldn't help but 

exclaim in shock. 

After standing still for a while, this green-haired woman slowly began to advance towards that room. 

Her heart was beating faster and faster while her breathing increased in frequency. 

And finally, when she stopped in front of that room, she slowly opened the door of that place while 

spying on what was happening there. 

'Who is that old woman with?' She thought to herself. This, of course, was Mirya's daughter, Viola. 

Upon entering that location, Viola finally saw two people lying on a large sofa that was there. Minos was 

still asleep, with his body completely exposed to anyone who came in here. 

And beside him, Mirya was lying in his arms. At the same time, her beautifully round buttocks were 

turned upwards so that anyone who entered this place could see her. 

But not only that, from the angle that Viola was at, she could clearly see her mother's flower, which still 

shone from the fluids expelled during her and Minos' involvement, with some white spots left by the 

young Stuart's sperm. 

Upon seeing this, Viola felt a steaming heat in her body as she blushed. Her body began to release 

hormones related to desire. This was a fascinating scene for anyone who saw it, and it was no different 

for Viola. 

Minos' well-defined body and the beautiful view from Mirya's buttocks would surely make anyone stop 

for a moment to admire them. And for a young woman full of desires, as was the case with Viola, it was 

difficult to hold the growing desires in her body... 

'This old woman took another of my partners...' She thought to herself while looking at her mother's 

flower. 



And in fact, Mirya had already slept with one of her daughter's partners. But not only that, after being 

caught in the act, Viola ended up joining the two in what was one of the best sex nights for her. 

The forbidden act, a taboo, created the circumstances for an overwhelming pleasure, which caused the 

three to lose their senses and act like animals for many hours in a row. 

After that, Viola and her mother had some experiences like this, where they got together on pleasure 

nights with some men. But not only that, they once even did it alone, to kill boredom, after having been 

without a partner for several weeks, while traveling together... 

Anyway, after approaching the sofa, Viola immediately leaned against Minos and Mirya while using one 

of her hands to rub her little sister. 

She was really getting excited about the smell and sight of these two. 

She then bent down, keeping her face right in front of her mother's buttocks, when she sniffed it 

heavily. 

'Haa, what a good perfume...' She thought about it briefly. 

And it didn't take long before she stuck out her tongue and started sucking on her mother's flower while 

she used her two hands to massage the cheeks on Mirya's buttocks. 

"Mmmm ~" 

It wasn't long before Mirya finally started making some erotic sounds, still a little sleepy. Her body was 

beginning to warm up, and her heart rate was slowly increasing, at the same time, as her body heat 

gradually increased. 

While Mirya's body started to get into the mood, Viola had already removed all the clothes that covered 

her sensual body. She had one hand massaging her mother's pink pearl while the other was stimulating 

her own private part. 

"Mmmm ~" 

After doing this for some time, Mirya finally started to wake up amid an intense pleasure. She first 

looked at the side where Minos was still sleeping and then turned her head back, where she could finally 

see her daughter kneeling on the floor, completely naked, licking her cave with relish. 

"What a naughty girl! Sucking your own mother while she is sleeping!" Mirya whispered, an erotic smile 

on her face. She saw no problem doing this with her daughter. 

This was not a mother's dream, but after they had sex with the same man simultaneously, more than 

once, there was a certain sexual tension between the two. After a relationship as it is, it was impossible 

for them to look at each other in the same way as before. 

And to make matters worse, they were beautiful women with much desire, willing to do almost anything 

to calm the burning fire in their bodies! 

Allied to this, Mirya's 'adventurous' personality and the fact that Viola pulled this side of her mother 

made things easier for the two of them to have this type of relationship. 



Finally, the carnal pleasures that they could experience together were highly overwhelming, even being 

among the best moments of this experienced woman. 

Squirt! 

Anyway, after some more time, Mirya finally reached her orgasm, when a transparent jet of love juices 

was thrown from her intimate part, directly in Viola's face. 

"Mmm ~" 

When she felt the heat in her body, Mirya let out low moaning sounds, biting her lips with a lascivious 

expression on her face. 

She then sat down where she was, pulling her daughter's arms tightly, bringing Viola to her chest. In 

doing so, the two came face to face when Mirya approached her daughter and began to kiss Viola's lips 

fervently. 

"Mmm ~" 

While kissing sounds could be heard in this room, Mirya quickly started using her hands on her 

daughter's body. First, she passed by Viola's breasts, massaging her nipples gently, as she followed with 

her other hand to Viola's wet cave. 

"Ahhh ~" 

Feeling her mother's heavenly fingers, Viola let out a groan of pleasure, breaking her and her mother's 

kiss. 

"What a sensitive girl... Or am I the one who knows your weaknesses too much?" She whispered to 

Viola's ear softly. 

Upon hearing this, Viola shivered for a moment, but she said nothing. She knew her mother's tactics 

very well, so she preferred just to take advantage of her sexual skills. 

When the two of them did this alone, Viola had a series of multiple orgasms, and it was a great 

experience for her. She had also learned many things from Mirya about how to please and satisfy herself 

when she was with a man. 

Despite their youthful appearance, Viola was already over 40, while Mirya was over 120! 

They had shared the same man for the first time more than ten years ago, so they had sex several times 

already... 

And it wasn't long before Viola was on all fours on that couch while her mother started sucking on her 

little sister. 

While Mirya was doing a great licking job to her daughter, Viola was right in front of Minos' rod, which 

was still a good size even though it was soft. 

"Mmm ~" 



She then began to watch him with more and more desire while feeling her body trembling with pleasure 

for her mother's services. Mirya knew exactly which parts to touch on Viola's body and how to do this in 

the best possible combination. 

She was vigorously kissing her daughter's lower lips while having one of her fingers playing with Viola's 

second hole, which constantly winked at her. 

"Ahh ~" 

As she let out another moan of pleasure, Viola finally pulled Minos's stick to her side and began to suck 

it vigorously. 

In doing so, she had her other hand massaging the young Stuart's balls in an attempt to increase the 

stimulation given to this young man... 

And it wasn't long before Minos' sleeping dragon started to rise, making Viola's mouth full... 

Slurp! Slurp! 

"Mmmm ~" 

Finally, amid the characteristic sounds that sounded in this place, Minos started to wake up from his 

sleep. When he opened his eyes, the young Stuart could see the most erotic scene of his entire life 

happening right in front of him. 

His rod was fully awake while Viola sucked it happily with a cloudy look in her eyes. At the same time, 

Mirya was kneeling beside Viola, licking and fingering her daughter fervently. 

And not only that, Mirya's big buttocks' cheeks were turned towards Minos's face, showing her medium-

sized slit to him. 

He could see that Mirya's flower was red and already had several fluids flowing through it when the 

desire inside his, finally overcoming the drowsiness that could be felt by those who had just woken up. 

 


